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Artificial weaning is the separation of the mother and her lamb, involving the forced

ending of suckling and milk supply by the ewes to their lambs. Artificial weaning time

varies depending on the purpose of each sheep farm and the characteristics of the

lambs, including age and weight of the lambs, and their ability to eat solid food. Artificial

weaning is performed from 24h postpartum until around the age of natural weaning (up

to 12 mo of age). Artificial weaning results in the breaking of the ewe-lamb bond, the

end of suckling and the complete replacement of milk by solid food, frequently added to

changes in both the physical and social environment. It triggers behavioural, physiological

and immunological changes that generate negative consequences on the health of both

ewes and lambs, as well as on the growth of the lambs, rising animal welfare concerns.

As artificial weaning is considered one of the most stressful situations in the life of

farm mammals, it is important to consider the factors involved in those responses to

develop adequate strategies and improve sheep welfare at weaning. The most frequently

used method is the abrupt separation of the ewes and their lambs. However, the

adaptation of the animals after weaning can be improved by alternative weaning methods

(e.g., progressive, two-steps weaning and mixed regimes), hormonal treatments (e.g.,

administration of progesterone), and pre- and postweaning management (e.g., the use

of creeping feeding, and the presence of conspecifics or humans after weaning). This

review presents and summarises information on the stress response and animal welfare

issues at artificial weaning in sheep and some management practises that can be used

to reduce these problems. The major points included are the ewe-lamb bond at birth

and during the lactation period; the stress response at weaning; the factors involved

in the stress response at weaning; the different types and weaning methods and their

repercussions on animal welfare; and some strategies that can be used to improve

sheep welfare at weaning. Lastly, we propose directions for research needed to develop

practical alternatives to minimise sheep’s stress response at weaning.
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INTRODUCTION

Sheep are precocial species that generally deliver 1–2 newborns,
that can see, hear, stand up, and follow the mother shortly after
birth. Ewes establish a selective bond with their lamb within
a few hours after birth (Poindron et al., 2007; Mora-Medina
et al., 2016), nursing only those that were recognised as their
own offspring. The ewes’ interest in their lambs is greater after
birth, and declines gradually along the lactation period, as the
lambs gain social and nutritional independence (Weary et al.,
2008; Maldonado et al., 2015). Artificial weaning is performed
before natural weaning age, which has been reported to occur
at up to 12 mo of age in wild sheep (Geist, 1971; Grubb, 1974),
and is characterised by the complete replacement of suckling by
solid food or artificial rearing with sheep milk or milk substitute
(Napolitano et al., 2008; Weary et al., 2008). Weaning age varies
according to the production goal and the characteristics of the
lambs, like age, weight and ability to eat solid food (Napolitano
et al., 2008). In dairy sheep, lambs are often precociously weaned,
1–2 days after birth (Napolitano et al., 2008). Meat and wool
sheep farms use early, traditional or late weaning, which is done
from 30 days of age until around natural weaning age.

Artificial weaning may be an abrupt or a gradual process.
Abrupt weaning involves nutritional, social, and emotional
changes that entail an important stress response on ewes and
their lambs (Freitas-de-Melo and Ungerfeld, 2016a). Abrupt
weaning is associated with decreased weight gain, increased
alertness, and locomotion behaviours, and decreased resting
and feeding behaviours of the ewes and lambs (Damián et al.,
2013; Freitas-de-Melo et al., 2017, 2019). Abrupt weaning also
influences ewes and lambs’ immunological status (Napolitano
et al., 2008), and predisposes animals to diseases like mastitis
and parasitosis. Multiple factors influence the stress response
at weaning, including age, sex, type of birth, genetic, the
mother’s nutrition during gestation, and the lambing season.
Understanding how these factors affect the weaning response is
essential when adapting managements around weaning. Some
weaning methods that are characterised by a more gradual
process, such as progressive weaning, two-steps weaning, and
mixed regimes are developed in an attempt to improve sheep
welfare. These methods are based on gradually separating the
lamb from the mother or limiting the access to the mothers’
udder before abrupt separation. Furthermore, some treatments
or managements can be applied before and/or after weaning to
help ewes and lambs to cope better with weaning stress. Some
examples are inducing ewes into oestrus on the day of separation
(Pérez-León et al., 2006), the presence of conspecifics or humans
with a close emotional bond (Barton, 1983a,b; Carbajal and
Orihuela, 2001), applying positive stimulus as stroking (Pascual-
Alonso et al., 2015), or pharmacological treatments to decrease
the stress perception, as progesterone treatments (Freitas-de-
Melo et al., 2013; Freitas-de-Melo and Ungerfeld, 2016b).

This review summarises information about the stress response
and animal welfare issues related to artificial weaning in sheep,
and some possible managements to decrease these problems.
The major points included are the ewe-lamb bond at birth and
during the lactation period; the stress response at weaning; the

factors involved in the stress response at weaning; the different
weaning types and methods and their consequences on animal
welfare; and some strategies to improve sheep welfare at weaning.
Lastly, we propose directions for research to develop practical
alternatives to minimise sheep’s stress response at weaning.

EWE-LAMB BOND AT BIRTH AND DURING
LACTATION

In mammals, the establishment of a strong and lasting social
bond between the mothers and their offspring ensures the
provision of care, immunity and nutrition, which is essential
for the survival of the offspring and to maximise the mothers’
reproductive success (Trivers, 1974; Godfray, 1995; Nowak,
2006). The mother-young bond has been defined as a preferential
mutual emotional attachment of relatively long duration that
resists temporal separations (Newberry and Swanson, 2008).
It is characterised by affiliative behaviours such as licking,
provision of food, warmth and protection, rest in company,
synchronisation of many activities, and maintenance of closeness
and body care (Newberry and Swanson, 2008). In sheep, a
precocial species, the dam develops an exclusive relationship with
the newborn, i.e. caring only her own lamb(s) or those that after
birth she recognises and accepts as her own lambs, rejecting
any others that attempt to suckle later (Poindron, 2005). This
bond is established within a few hours after birth (Poindron
and Neindre, 1980), during a sensitive period when the ewe
displays an attraction for newborn lamb(s), favouring maternal
attachment for her lamb(s) or those she recognises as her own
during this period (Poindron and Neindre, 1980). When the
space allocation allows, the ewe tends to separate from the flock
close to the parturition and select a place where she remains with
her lamb(s) for some time (Shackleton and Haywood, 1985). This
relative isolation helps ensure exclusive recognition of her own
offspring, although it appears not to occur in some breeds (da
Porciuncula et al., 2021).

The initial recognition process is under physiological control
and ensures that even inexperienced ewes recognise and care
their lamb(s). The decrease in progesterone concentrations and
rise in oestradiol concentrations produced by the placenta at
the end of gestation triggers maternal behaviour, which acts
in synergism with the release of central secretion of oxytocin
stimulated by the delivery of the foetus(es) (Kendrick and
Keverne, 1991; Shipka and Ford, 1991; Dwyer, 2014). Oxytocin
plays a crucial role in triggeringmaternal behaviour and is further
potentiated by other neuropeptide systems, such as opiates (Lévy
and Keller, 2008). Ewes deprived of their young after birth cease
displaying maternal behaviours, showing that the newborn’s
presence plays an essential role in the bonding process (Poindron
and Neindre, 1980). Maternal selectivity is established within
2 h after delivery, and later the ewe can recognise her lamb
and reject alien lambs (Smith et al., 1966; Poindron, 2005). The
sense of olfaction is well developed in sheep and is essential for
social recognition in the species (Lévy et al., 1995). The volatile
compounds of the amniotic fluid attract the ewe and initiate the
bonding and recognition process. The presence of fluids after
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birth stimulates the ewe to lick the lamb, motivating teat-seeking
behaviours, olfactory learning, and colostrum ingestion by the
lamb (Nowak, 2006). The length of the first suckling is related
to the latency for the mother to recognise her lamb (Nowak and
Poindron, 2006).

Lambs’ survival depends on their ability to discriminate their
mothers within the first 12 h after birth (Nowak and Lindsay,
1992). The lamb searches for the teat and suckles soon after birth,
and the first ingestion of colostrum occurs within the first hour
(Nowak et al., 1997). Suckling is essential to establish the bond
between the lamb and the ewe, and the ingestion of colostrum
mediates the establishment of an exclusive preference for the
mother (Goursaud and Nowak, 1999; Val-Laillet et al., 2004).
In the first hours following birth, the newborn lamb associates
suckling with the presence of its mother, increasing its motivation
to seek her company (Nowak et al., 1997). Preventing lambs
from suckling for the first hours after birth disrupts or delays the
development of a preference for the mother (Alexander et al.,
1986; Nowak et al., 1997, 2021). Recent work by Nowak et al.
(2021) showed that suckling within 2 h after birth triggers the
early bonding of the lamb with the mother. In the same study,
Nowak et al. (2021) demonstrated that exposure to an oxytocin
antagonist impairs the relationship with the dam, demonstrating
a role for the oxytocinergic neural system in shaping the early
development of attachment in sheep.

Body weight, body fat, and vigour at birth influence the
ability of the lamb to display all the behaviours required to
establish the bond with the dam. A delay in this process
has negative consequences on lambs’ metabolic and hormonal
status (Alexander et al., 1986; Nowak et al., 1997, 2021).
Several conditions affect the behaviours implicated in neonatal
attachment in sheep, including environmental temperature
(Fonsêca et al., 2014); factors related to the ewe, like status
during conception (dry or lactating) (Ungerfeld et al., 2021a),
nutrition during gestation (Dwyer et al., 2003; Freitas-de-Melo
et al., 2015a), breed (Lawrence and Dwyer, 1999; Pickup and
Dwyer, 2011), litter size (Dwyer and Lawrence, 1998; Hernandez
et al., 2009), as well as some intrinsic factors of the lamb,
like sex (Hernandez et al., 2009; Freitas-de-Melo et al., 2015a;
Gaudin et al., 2015), and body temperature (Menant et al., 2020).
Understanding the physiological and behavioural consequences
of these conditions, how they synergise with each other, and how
they can be changed with management is essential to increase
lambs’ survival probability.

The primary mechanisms for the establishment of the ewe-
lamb(s) bond involve olfaction (Morgan et al., 1985), and
after initial recognition, behavioural mechanisms that depend
on audition and vision are deployed (Alexander and Shillito,
1985; Ungerfeld et al., 2021b). As lactation progresses, the lamb
and ewe are not always close to each other, so they require
mechanisms to locate and call each other. Vocal and visual
recognition between the ewe and her lamb is established early and
is essential for maintaining the bond and ensuring appropriate
care as the lactation advances. Ewes emit bleats within 3 h before
and after parturition (Sèbe et al., 2007), and by 48 h after birth,
the lambs can identify the low-pitched bleats of their dam (Sèbe
et al., 2010). Ewes, in turn, can discriminate their own lamb from

an alien lamb by vocalisation as early as 24 h postpartum (Sèbe
et al., 2007). During the lactation period, ewes and lambs still
recognise each other through their vocalisations, from around 20
to 90 d of age (Poindron and Carrick, 1976; Hague et al., 1982;
Ungerfeld et al., 2021b). The behaviour of the dam (Terrazas
et al., 2002; Dwyer et al., 2003) and the lamb (Alexander and
Shillito, 1985) is essential for the recognition, highlighting the
role of vision in the process. It has been reported that the lamb’s
head is an essential visual cue in recognition of the lamb by its
mother (Alexander and Shillito, 1985). Although younger lambs
can distinguish between face and non-face pictures (Salva et al.,
2014), they do not recognise the picture of their mothers’ faces at
90 d of age (Ungerfeld et al., 2021b).

Once established, the mother-young bond lasts for months.
Ewe-lamb bond implies a close physical relationship during the
first days after lambing (Ozella et al., 2022). Several factors
may influence the strength of the attachment in lambs [e.g.,
sex, with female lambs showing a stronger attachment (Gaudin
et al., 2015), birthweight (Menant et al., 2020)], and in ewes
[e.g., parity (Dwyer and Lawrence, 2000; Freitas-de-Melo et al.,
2021a), breed (Lawrence and Dwyer, 1999; Pickup and Dwyer,
2011), and temperament (Catherine and Alistair, 2000)]. In early
postpartum, ewes have a strong preference for their lamb; but
as the strength of the preference decreases, the preference of the
lamb for the dam increases (Hernandez et al., 2009; Maldonado
et al., 2015). This change in social behaviour characterises the
process of natural weaning and is associated with the decrease
in suckling frequency, the increase in solid food consumption,
and the waning of the bond (Weary et al., 2008). During the
first 1 or 2 wk postpartum, the ewes allow their lambs to suckle
as often as they want (Munro, 1956; Hinch, 1989). Throughout
lactation, most suckling bouts are initiated by the lambs, but
terminated by the ewes (Hinch, 1989), except for short suckles,
usually terminated by the lambs, which are probably more related
to the maintenance of the mother-young bond than to feeding
(Shackleton and Haywood, 1985). As the lactation advances, the
ewe prevents the lamb from suckling more frequently (Fletcher,
1971; Fonsêca et al., 2016), and the physical distance between
the ewe and her lamb increases (Hinch et al., 1987; Hinch, 1989;
Galeana et al., 2007).

In the natural weaning process, the reduction in milk
production by the dam plays a central role in determining the
progression of the process (Arnold et al., 1979). During the
first week of life, lambs suckle once or more times per hour
(Munro, 1956). As lactation advances, the duration of suckling
and consequently milk production by the dam decrease, and
in parallel, the intake and time eating solid food by the young
increase (Arnold et al., 1979; Freitas-de-Melo et al., 2018a). This
reduction in suckling frequency, associated with the increase in
solid feeding, favours rumen development (Lyford, 1988). As
the lamb grows, it gains not only nutritional but also social
independence. The gradual change from milk to solid food
favours an increase in social interactions and the time spent in
company of other lambs in the group (Weary et al., 2008). The
physical distance between the ewe and her lamb increases from
birth until natural weaning occurs (Hinch et al., 1987), which
occurs between 6 and 12 mo of age in wild sheep (Geist, 1971;
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Grubb, 1974). Even after weaning, lambs prefer the company of
theirmother formore than 1month after separation (Hinch et al.,
1987; Ungerfeld et al., 2018), but after that, they do not show an
important motivation to seek for their mother (Ungerfeld et al.,
2018).

ARTIFICIAL WEANING IN SHEEP

Artificial weaning is the separation of the mother and her lamb,
involving the forced ending of suckling and milk supply by the
ewes to their lambs. Artificial weaning time varies depending
on the purpose of each sheep farm and the characteristics of
the lambs, such as availability of food, age and weight of the
lamb, and its ability to eat solid food (Napolitano et al., 2008).
Artificial weaning is performed from 24 h postpartum until
around the age of their natural weaning. According to the age
of the lamb, artificial weaning can be classified as precocious,
early, traditional, and late (Table 1). In sheep milk production
systems, artificial weaning is done early to increase the amount
of milk collected by the farmer and thus, obtain more dairy
products; however, it requires the artificial rearing of lambs
with milk substitutes (Napolitano et al., 2008). In other systems,
weaning is performed to improve the body reserves of the ewes
after the end of lactation, increasing the reproductive results
at the following breeding season, including fertility, prolificacy,
and birth weight of their subsequent offspring (Vatankhaha and
Salehi, 2010; Vatankhah et al., 2012).

Precocious Weaning
Dairy sheep farms often use precocious weaning, allowing lambs
to suckle the colostrum and then separating the lambs from the
dams abruptly 24 to 48 h postpartum (Napolitano et al., 2008).
However, precocious weaning may also be performed from one
day until just before the age of early weaning (Table 1). In
general, lambs are transferred to pastures or corrals away from
their mothers, breaking the contact between them. This early
separation is required to increase the amount of milk available for
different milk products, mainly cheese. However, this system is
often associated with poor performance of the lambs (Napolitano
et al., 1995), in addition to the need to use artificial suckling

TABLE 1 | Type of weaning more commonly applied according to the age of

lambs and sheep production systems.

Type of weaning Weaning age Sheep production system

Precocious From 24h until 29 days Dairy sheep reared

intensively or

semi-extensively

Early From 30 until 60 days Meat and wool sheep

reared intensively or

semi-intensively

Traditional From 61 until 90 days Meat and wool sheep reared

intensively, semi-intensively

or extensively

Late After 90 days Meat and wool sheep

reared extensively

and milk substitutes, which increase digestive problems such as
diarrhoea (Wang et al., 2019). Considering the susceptibility to
disease in lambs at this age, feeds given to lambsmust be carefully
formulated, equipment must be disinfected, and the rhythm of
milk ingestion should be regulated to ensure their health. Overall,
artificial rearing systems can be expensive due to milk replacer
and labour costs during the milk-feeding period (Bimczok et al.,
2005). In addition to health problems, lambs could suffer chronic
stress when subjected to artificial rearing. Lambs prevented from
suckling their mothers and receiving milk from a bucket show
more distress bleats and spend less time near their companions
than dam-suckled lambs (Napolitano et al., 2003). Furthermore,
artificial rearing inmale lambs generates long-term consequences
on the response to stressors and sexual behaviour (Damián et al.,
2017, 2018a,b). Separating the young from the mothers at such
an early age limits meaningful lambs’ learning about the physical
and social environment (Thórhallsdóttir et al., 1990; Orihuela
et al., 2019).

Early, Traditional and Late Weaning
Meat and wool sheep farms commonly use early, traditional or
late weaning, which is done after the lactation peak, coinciding
with enough solid food consumption of lambs (Freitas-de-Melo
and Ungerfeld, 2016a). Early weaning is often performed when
lambs are 30 to 60 d old, traditional weaning between 61 to 90
d of age, and late weaning when they are older than 90 d, but
before natural weaning (Table 1). These types of weaning can be
done abruptly, progressively, or in steps (see section WEANING
METHODS). In extensive sheep production systems based on
natural pastures, weaning is frequently done late, as otherwise,
the nutritional content of pastures might limit the growth of
recently weaned lambs. In contrast, in semi-extensive systems
weaning is done at an earlier age, especially when food availability
after weaning does not limit lambs’ growth. Even though lambs
begin to consume solid food between 15 and 30 d of age (Lane
et al., 2000), Campbell et al. (2017) demonstrated that delaying
the weaning age of lambs to at least 60 d can be beneficial from
an animal health standpoint, requiring less harvested grain in
the feedlot to reach an appropriate market endpoint in pasture-
based systems. A negative aspect of early weaning is the fact
that it limits growth rate, as the animals require longer times
to adapt their digestive system to solid food consumption due
to the physiological delay in ruminal development or lack of
familiarity with solid food (Lynch et al., 1992). Thus, weight gain
can drop in the weeks following weaning at 45 d due to low
pasture consumption and concentrate.

STRESS RESPONSE AT WEANING

Weaning involves several stressors for ewes and lambs, including:
(1) emotional response provoked by the end of the mother-
lamb bond; (2) the end of suckling/nursing, a pleasant activity
that stimulates the delivery of hormones and neurotransmitters
that induce relaxed and calm status; (3) in the case of
precocious weaned lambs, milk consumption from artificial
teats; (4) artificial weaning also involves an acute change in
the lambs’ nutrition, as milk is completely replaced by solid
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food (Weary et al., 2008) or by milk replacer, which has a lower
nutritional value (Sevi et al., 2009); (5) the loss of the mother, the
first social bond and primary source of social learning, including
social organisation and behavioural patterns of the species
(Mepham and Kuhn, 1994); (6) changes in the physical and
social environment, since lambs are commonly housed in a new
environment, often with unknown conspecifics (Weary et al.,
2008; Sevi et al., 2009; Freitas-de-Melo and Ungerfeld, 2016a);
in some sheep systems, weaning is followed by transportation,
another significant stressor (Tadich et al., 2009); (7) the end
of nursing might induce inflammation of the ewes’ udder, as
reported in beef cows (Ungerfeld et al., 2015). Altogether, these
stressors trigger strong responses in both members of the dyad,
which generally negatively affect their physiological and health
status, constituting a significant welfare issue.

Behavioural Responses in Ewes and
Lambs
Immediately after ewes and their lambs notice the separation,
both increase the frequency of behaviours displayed to search
each other and decrease the frequency of feeding and resting
behaviours (Freitas-de-Melo et al., 2013, 2017). Ewes and lambs
increase the number of vocalisations, and the frequencies of
standing up and walking, as well as pacing (when animals walk at
a distance of 1 to 2m parallel to the fence, modifying the direction
of back and forth repeatedly) (Alexander, 1977; Freitas-de-Melo
et al., 2013, 2019) (Figure 1). The behavioural changes more
closely related to the stress response at weaning are the increase
in the number of vocalisations and pacing (Freitas-de-Melo and
Ungerfeld, 2016a). Usually, these behavioural changes are rapidly
triggered, peaking in few hours and lasting not more than 2 to 3
d (Freitas-de-Melo et al., 2013, 2017, 2019). These behaviours are
energetically demanding (Weary and Fraser, 1995), but they are
also ineffective, as the lamb cannot re-join its mother; thus, the
increase of the costlier behaviours is not maintained for a long
time. In addition, after weaning, the ewe and the lamb decrease
their time lying down, grazing and ruminating (Figures 2, 3).
Lambs can also redirect their behaviour, even aiming to suck
from other lambs (Stephens and Baldwin, 1971). The loss of
the mother as a result of weaning is the main factor involved
in lambs’ behavioural changes. Damián et al. (2013) observed
that lambs vocalised and paced after being separated from their
mother; however, lambs that are reared with sheep milk provided
in artificial teats from 24 to 36 h after birth did not display these
behaviours after the provision of milk ended at 75 d of age. This
demonstrates that the mother’s loss, but not the loss of access to
milk and suckling, induces these behaviours. Male lambs increase
the aggressiveness after weaning, a behaviour that is maintained
along several days despite weaning is performed at 45 or 75
days of age (Çakmakçi et al., 2021). The behavioural circadian
rhythms are also disrupted for several days, includingmany peaks
of activity outside the expected moment (Wyse et al., 2018).

Physiological and Immunological
Responses in Ewes
Surprisingly, and although it might have important productive
and welfare implications, there is scarce, and in some cases

contradictory information, on the physiological responses of
ewes at weaning. Orgeur et al. (1998, 1999) did not observe
changes in cortisol secretion after weaning, but Cockram et al.
(1993) reported an initial increase in cortisol concentrations with
quick habituation. However, Pérez-León et al. (2006) observed a
significant increase in ewes’ cortisol concentration after weaning,
so future studies should investigate the determinants of this
variation. The inconsistency between the results of these studies
could be due to the difference in the time taken for ewes to
perceive the absence of their lambs. In effect, the response is not
triggered simultaneously in all ewes, as many of them respond
to separation until the udder is full and produces pain. Thus, the
moment in which ewes’ stress response begins could be related
not only to the separation but also by the udder modifications
induced by weaning. Therefore, the udder development, andmilk
yield produced, among other factors, could explain why some
ewes respond with increases in cortisol concentration and others
do not. It is also possible that the status on the natural break of
the bond differs in different studies, thus, measuring responses
in moments different to those in which the responses could
be expected.

It has also been reported that the haematocrit remains elevated
5 d after weaning, indicating that weaning is a long-term stressful
situation (Freitas-de-Melo and Ungerfeld, 2020). Weaning also
induces a decrease in total protein concentration (Freitas-de-
Melo et al., 2013, 2017; Freitas-de-Melo andUngerfeld, 2020) and
changes in albumin concentration (Freitas-de-Melo et al., 2013,
2017; Freitas-de-Melo and Ungerfeld, 2020). However, Cockram
et al. (1993) did not observe changes in α-endorphin or prolactin
concentrations after artificial weaning in Greyface ewes.Weaning
also generates an increase in the leukocyte number (Orgeur
et al., 1998), and more specifically, in neutrophil concentration,
associated with a decrease in the proportion of CD2 lymphocytes
and T19 lymphocytes (Cockram et al., 1993). Although there
is a general reduction in globulin concentration (Freitas-de-
Melo et al., 2013, 2017), the antibody response to a challenge
with ovalbumin or the skin response to dinitroflurobenzene is
not affected (Cockram et al., 1993). Therefore, the study of
the immunological ability of recently weaned ewes still requires
deeper understanding.

Physiological and Immunological
Responses and Their Consequences on
Lambs’ Health and Growth
Weaning triggers a typical physiological stress response
in lambs, including an acute increase in serum cortisol
concentration (Mears and Brown, 1997). The combination
of stressors at weaning challenges the general homeostasis of
the lambs, inducing high energy costs until their physiological
status stabilises to the new situation. Weaning also triggers
changes in the respiratory and pulse rates and rectal
temperature (Mohapatra et al., 2020). According to Fazio
et al. (2015) triiodothyronine concentration decreases, but
thyroxine concentration increases 2 wk after weaning.
However, some authors did not observe the same response
(Mears and Brown, 1997), suggesting that these changes
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FIGURE 1 | Behavioural changes in ewes (left panel) and lambs (right panel) triggered by weaning (dotted arrow). The upper graphs show the time spent standing (A,

D), the medium panel the time spent lying (B,E), and the more below one, the time walking (C,F). The models are based in the data of Freitas-de-Melo and Ungerfeld

(2020).

could be related to the specific environmental conditions
in which lambs are maintained after weaning. Çakmakçi
et al. (2021) found a decrease in triglyceride concentration
during 7 d after weaning. Weaning also triggers a decrease
in total protein and albumin concentration (Freitas-de-
Melo et al., 2017), and the haematocrit remains elevated
at least 5 d after weaning (Freitas-de-Melo and Ungerfeld,
2020).

The immune capacity is also affected after weaning
(Napolitano et al., 1995), which together with the decrease
in IGF-1 (McCoard et al., 2020) and the increase in cortisol
concentrations, probably increase lambs’ susceptibility
to different diseases. The adverse effects of weaning on
the lamb’s immune system remain for at least 3 wk and
are associated with inflammatory responses, including an
increase in pro-inflammatory cytokines (Zhang et al., 2018).

The number of antibodies synthesised after an antigenic
challenge is lower in recently weaned lambs (Napolitano et al.,
1995). In accordance, weaned lambs are more susceptible
to experimental infections with Haemonchus contortus and
Trichostrongylus colubriformis than unweaned lambs (Watson
and Gill, 1991). This is consistent with the increase in the
excretion of coccidia oocysts in recently weaned lambs
(Orgeur et al., 1998, 1999). Although in other studies there
was no apparent increase in parasite load, the associated
blood loss is greater in early-weaned lambs (Schichowski
et al., 2010). An increase in the incidence of diarrhoea is
observed in precocious and early-weaned lambs (Wang et al.,
2019). Moreover, lambs naturally infected with a greater
number of gastrointestinal nematodes decrease their time lying
(Högberg et al., 2021), amplifying the effect of weaning on
resting time.
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FIGURE 2 | Behavioural changes in ewes (left panel) and lambs (right panel) triggered by weaning (dotted arrow). The upper graphs show the time spent grazing

(A,C) and the one below, the time ruminating (B,D). The models are based in the data of Freitas-de-Melo and Ungerfeld (2020).

As mentioned earlier, weaning also negatively affects
the growth of the lambs, inducing a decrease in body
weight shortly after separation (Mohapatra et al., 2020).
This effect might be even greater in lambs weaned before
rumen development is complete. This delay in growth
may be a consequence of a bad adaptation of the digestive
system to the acute feeding changes, the reduced immune
status, the increased susceptibility to gastrointestinal
parasites, and the energy dispended in the display of costly
behavioural responses.

In summary, behavioural and physiological responses at
weaning negatively affect sheep production and welfare, so it is
essential to deeply understand the factors involved in weaning
responses and develop alternatives to control them.

FACTORS INVOLVED IN THE WEANING
STRESS RESPONSE

Multiple factors influence the responses at weaning and how
sheep cope with this stress. Although many more factors need
to be studied, at least age, sex, type of birth, genetic, mother’s

nutrition during gestation and lambing season are directly related
to this response (Table 2).

Single-born Merino lambs weaned at 6 wk are more anxious
and vocalise more times than lambs weaned at 13 wk of age
(Schichowski et al., 2010). Similarly, compared to lambs weaned
at 100 d of age, those weaned at 50 d secrete more cortisol,
which induces an increase in glucose concentration (Sowinska
et al., 2001). The response follows a similar pattern in other
physiological traits; e.g., concentrations of lactate dehydrogenase
and creatine kinase are higher in lambs weaned at 45 than
at 75 d of age (Çakmakçi et al., 2021), and total protein
concentration is lower in younger than older weaned lambs
(Çakmakçi et al., 2021). The earlier the lambs are weaned, the
lower their subsequent weight gains are, even when grazing
pasture and/or receiving food supplementation (Cañeque et al.,
2001; Godfrey and Weis, 2016). This effect might be due to a
lack of adaptation to solid food as a unique food resource. The
incidence of diarrhoea is also greater in lambs weaned at 21 than
at 35 d of age, affecting the daily weight gain in the younger lambs
(Wang et al., 2019). Age at weaning modifies the lambs’ rumen
development (Belanche Gracia et al., 2019) and ileal microbiota
(Li et al., 2018), even affecting the amount of expression of
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FIGURE 3 | Behavioural changes in ewes (left panel) and lambs (right panel) triggered by weaning (dotted arrow). The upper graphs show the time spent pacing (A,C)

and the one below, the emission of vocalisations (B,D). The models are based in the data of Freitas-de-Melo and Ungerfeld (2020).

genes regulating the intestinal barrier function (Li et al., 2018).
Clean wool grows more in early-weaned than in late-weaned
ewes (Smeaton et al., 1983). Although the age at artificial weaning
appears to be more challenging for the lambs than for the ewes, to
the best of our knowledge, there is no published article studying
the stress response of ewes according to lambs’ weaning age.
Mastitis is also a concern after weaning in wool and meat sheep,
and it is more commonly observed in early weaning systems as
lambs are separated from their mothers when milk yield is still
high (Animal Welfare Approved certification program, 2018).
After early weaning, some farmers reduce the amount of food and
water offered to lactating ewes to decrease milk production and
avoid mastitis, which also constitutes a welfare concern.

The response to abrupt weaning also differs in both ewes and
lambs according to the sex of the lamb. After abrupt weaning
at 90 d of age, single castrated male lambs grazed, ruminate
and gain more weight than female lambs. Some responses
are reported only in female lambs, such as an increase in
albumin concentration (Freitas-de-Melo and Ungerfeld, 2020).
On the other hand, weaning performed around 120 d of age
affects more the growth of male than female bighorn sheep
until puberty (Festa-Bianchet et al., 1994). In the conditions
of that study, food availability changed throughout the year,
including periods of food restriction. Therefore, the periods of

food restriction and the greater growth rate and energy demand
of males could explain this sex difference. The postweaning
mortality rate is greater in male than female lambs when
weaning is performed either at 90 or 150 d of age (Turkson
and Sualisu, 2005; Mandal et al., 2007). On the weaning day,
ewes that reared male lambs pace more than those that reared
female lambs (Freitas-de-Melo and Ungerfeld, 2020), probably
because mothers of male lambs invest more energy during
gestation and lactation than mothers of females (Clutton-Brock
et al., 1981; Berube et al., 1994). Male and female lambs have
different productive goals after weaning, as in general male lambs
are finished for slaughter, and female lambs replace breeding
animals (Kenyon and Cranston, 2017). Therefore, considering
that ewes cope with weaning stress differently according to the
sex of their lambs, farmers might apply different strategies to
improve animal welfare after weaning considering the sex of
the offspring.

Ewes and their twin or single lambs respond differently to
early weaning, probably because ewes and their single lambs have
a stronger bond than ewes and their twins (O’Connor et al., 1992;
Dwyer and Lawrence, 1998). In fact, after early weaning (at 1.5
mo old), single lambs pacemore than twin lambs and reduce their
grazing and lying down frequencies, whilst twin lambs do not
change it (Freitas-de-Melo et al., 2021b). Similarly, ewes rearing
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TABLE 2 | Factors involved in the physiological, behavioural and immunological responses at artificial weaning in ewes and lambs.

Type of sheep Physiological response Behavioural response Other responses References

Younger lambs ↑cortisol

↑glucose

lactate

↑dehydrogenase

↑creatine kinase

↓total protein

↑vocalising

↑anxiety

↓weight gain

↑diarrhoea rate

Cañeque et al. (2001)

Sowinska et al. (2001)

Schichowski et al. (2010)

Çakmakçi et al. (2021)

Godfrey and Weis (2016)

Wang et al. (2019)

Mothers rearing female

Lambs

↑total protein ↑globulin ↓pacing

↑walking

– Freitas-de-Melo and Ungerfeld (2020)

Female lambs ↑albumin ↓grazing

↓ruminating

↓weight gain

↑survival rate

Turkson and Sualisu (2005)

Mandal et al. (2007)

Freitas-de-Melo and Ungerfeld (2020)

Mothers with twin lambs ↑albumin ↓vocalising

↓pacing

– Freitas-de-Melo et al. (2021b)

Single lambs vs twins ↑*albumin ↑pacing

↓grazing

↓lying down

↑bodyweight Freitas-de-Melo et al. (2021b)

Mothers that received a low

pasture allowance during

gestation

– ↓grazing ↑bodyweight Freitas-de-Melo et al. (2017)

Lambs from mothers that

received a low pasture

allowance during gestation

↓variation in albumin ↓vocalising

↓pacing

– Freitas-de-Melo et al. (2017)

Texel × Corriedale vs.

Corriedale × Correidale

lambs

– ↑ruminating

↓pacing

↑bodyweight Freitas-de-Melo et al. (2019)

Merino vs. Rhoenschaf

lambs

– ↓vocalising ↑bodyweight Schichowski et al. (2008)

Spring-born vs.

autumn-born lambs

– ↓walking

↓grazing

↑standing up

↑bodyweight Menant et al. (2022)

*Tended to decrease; –no difference was reported, or this response was not studied. Up arrow or down arrow mean increase or decrease in the recorded variables.

singles pace and vocalise more than themothers of twins (Freitas-
de-Melo et al., 2021b). In general, more studies are needed in
prolific breeds to determine more deeply the effects of litter size
on the artificial weaning responses in sheep.

Biotype also modulates the response of lambs to artificial
weaning, as it can modify growth rate and thus, the development
of the natural weaning process. Therefore, at the same age,
lambs from different breeds or biotypes advance differently
in the stages of their natural weaning, responding differently
to separation from the mother. For example, Merino lambs
have a greater body development and vocalise less than
Rhoenschaf lambs after being weaned at 8 or 16 wk of age
(Schichowski et al., 2008). When weaning is performed at
143 d of age, Texel × Corriedale crossbreed lambs grow
faster and ruminate more frequently than purebred Corriedale
lambs, and the former do not pace, while purebred Corriedale
lambs do (Freitas-de-Melo et al., 2019). These crossbreed
lambs developed different feeding strategies during the pre-
weaning period, depending less on their mother, influencing
their behavioural response at weaning (Freitas-de-Melo et al.,
2019). Although different temperaments or copying styles could
also explain the effect of biotypes on the lambs’ stress response
at weaning, this factor does not influence the response of

lambs to artificial weaning at different ages (Çakmakçi et al.,
2021).

Ewes’ nutrition during gestation also affects the lambs’
weaning response. Food restriction during gestation negatively
affects the lambs’ birth weight, the mother-lamb bond at lambing
(Dwyer et al., 2003; Freitas-de-Melo et al., 2015a), and reduces
the number of rejecting behaviours towards alien lambs by
selective mothers (Freitas-de-Melo et al., 2018b). Furthermore,
the lambs from undernourished ewes advance their natural
weaning process since they present a greater grazing frequency
before weaning, probably to compensate for the access to fewer
amounts of milk (Freitas-de-Melo et al., 2017). Lambs from feed-
restricted ewes during gestation vocalise and pace less, and the
variation of albumin concentration before and after weaning is
lower than that of lambs from well-fed ewes (Freitas-de-Melo
et al., 2017).

Lambing season also influences the behavioural response of
lambs at weaning. In out-of-season lambing systems, ewes get
pregnant in spring, and consequently, lambing and lactation
take place during autumn and winter, respectively. In these
conditions, lambs have a lower birth weight, poorer vitality, and
greater mortality rate (Chniter et al., 2011; Dhaoui et al., 2020)
than spring-born lambs. Autumn-born lambs display different
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strategies to cope with weaning compared to spring-born lambs,
as the former walk more frequently but were observed less often
standing up than the latter (Menant et al., 2022). While spring-
born lambs decrease their grazing frequency at weaning, autumn-
born lambs increase it (Menant et al., 2022). In addition, mothers
of autumn-born lambs produce less milk, with less fat, lactose,
and protein content than mothers of spring-born lambs (Menant
et al., 2022). Consequently, spring-born lambs are heavier before
and after weaning than autumn-born lambs (Menant et al., 2022).

Overall, it is necessary to consider several animal and
environmental factors that modify the strength of the ewe-
lamb bond, and thus, the response to separation. Although
we presented some of these factors in this section, there are
probably several more that can affect this response but usually
are not considered. Therefore, there is room to study the
conditioning factors that might modify the ewe and lamb
responses to separation.

WEANING METHODS

The most frequently used method for artificial weaning is
abrupt separation of mothers and lambs (Freitas-de-Melo and
Ungerfeld, 2016a). However, there are some studies aiming to
handle the weaning promoting animal welfare. These alternative
weaning methods are progressive weaning, two-steps weaning,
and mixed regimes (Table 3).

Abrupt Weaning
Regardless of lamb’s age at weaning, the most frequently used
weaning method is abrupt separation (Freitas-de-Melo and
Ungerfeld, 2016a), perhaps because sheep farmers can easily
apply it. This separation method consists of the sudden and
complete separation of the ewe and her lamb(s), avoiding visual,
auditory, or olfactory contact after weaning (Freitas-de-Melo
et al., 2013). As mentioned above, abrupt weaning generates
behavioural, physiological, and immunological responses with
consequences on lambs’ health and growth. At abrupt weaning,
ewes and lambs are very anxious and vocalise frequently, but
most of the signs of disturbance are no longer noticeable 2–
3 d later (Orgeur et al., 1998; Pérez-León et al., 2006). Abrupt
weaning also can increase lambs’ susceptibility to diseases and
decrease weight gain (Freitas-de-Melo and Ungerfeld, 2016a).
Some procedures might be used to reduce the stress generated
by abrupt weaning, including the induction of oestrus in ewes on
the day of separation (Pérez-León et al., 2006), the presence of
conspecifics or humans (Barton, 1983a,b; Carbajal and Orihuela,
2001), stroking (Pascual-Alonso et al., 2015) or progesterone
treatments (Freitas-de-Melo et al., 2013; Freitas-de-Melo and
Ungerfeld, 2016b). Pre and postweaning handling procedures
are described in detail in section STRATEGIES TO IMPROVE
SHEEPWELFARE ATWEANING.

Progressive Weaning
During progressive weaning, the time of ewe-lamb separation
gradually increases until definitive separation (Freitas-de-Melo
and Ungerfeld, 2016a). Farmers can perform progressive
weaning, separating ewes and lambs for 4 to 6 h/d during the first

wk, increasing 4 to 6 h each wk, until the definitive separation.
This method is based on some early studies (Owen et al., 1969a,b)
that concluded that the transition from the initial to substantial
consumption of solid food is strongly influenced by milk intake.
Restriction of milk intake advances the consumption of greater
amounts of solid food. Besides that, lambs and ewes habituate to
the gradual separation process. Another practical advantage of
this method is that restricted suckling advances the resumption
of postpartum ovarian activity and reduces the anoestrous
period (Morales-Terán et al., 2004, 2011). Furthermore, restricted
suckling in the ewes stimulated by close contact with rams
decreases the stress responses at weaning (Orihuela et al., 2016)
and favours the reproductive response of postpartum ewes
(Ungerfeld and Sánchez-Dávila, 2012). However, the easiness of
this practise depends on the productive systems, given that in
extensive grazing systems would be impractical to move all the
flock every day to separate ewes and lambs, in addition to adverse
consequences on their body weight and on pasture maintenance.

Although this type of weaning demands more farmers labour
force, it decreases the stress response at definitive separation.
Ewes tend to present a higher cortisol concentration, and the
percentages of mothers feeding are lower after progressive
weaning from 25 to 90 d than in the abrupt weaning method
(Orgeur et al., 1998). Furthermore, after definitive separation, the
percentages of mothers and lambs resting are higher, and ewes
and lambs vocalise less after progressive than abrupt weaning
(Orgeur et al., 1998). Cortisol concentration is lower in lambs,
and body weight is greater after progressive weaning from 39
to 45 d than abrupt weaning at 45 d (Henrique et al., 2017).
However, the proportion of lambs with the highest number
of oocysts per gramme of faeces is higher in progressive than
abrupt weaning (Orgeur et al., 1998). The response to progressive
weaning likely differs according to the age at which it begins, as
progressive weaning from 5 to 10 d of age induces behavioural,
endocrine, and immune disturbances in lambs (Sevi et al., 2003).

Galeana et al. (2007) found that lambs that maintain a
greater distance from their mothers during lactation are less
stressed at weaning. Progressive weaning also generates long-
term consequences on the perception of stressors in lambs.
Lambs weaned progressively from 5 to 10 d of age (Sevi et al.,
2003) or 30 to 60 d of age (Freitas-de-Melo et al., 2021c) displayed
different reactions to social stress later in life compared to lambs
weaned abruptly.

Two-Steps Weaning
Two-steps weaning consists of limiting the access to the mothers’
udder before definitive ewe-lamb separation, either continuously
or temporarily. This can be accomplished by removing lambs
from their mothers’ pen but maintaining their contact through
wire-fence, covering the udder, or using nose flaps to avoid
suckling for a limited period before ewe-lamb separation.

Two-steps weaning can be easily applied by separating ewes
and lambs through a wire fence. In this case, ewes and lambs
can communicate with each other, and thus visual, auditory,
and olfactory contact is maintained before definitive ewe-lamb
separation. Ewes can see, smell, and hear their lambs, separated
only by a wire fence, but cannot make full physical contact
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TABLE 3 | Weaning method and physiological, behavioural and immunological responses in lambs and ewes and their consequences in health and growth of lambs after

ewe-lamb separation.

Weaning

method

Ewe/lamb Physiological

response

Behavioural

response

Immunological

response

Other responses References

Abrupt Ewe ↑cortisol

↓total protein

↓albumin or ↑albumin

↑hematocrit

↑vocalisation

↑pacing and walking

↓rumination

↓grazing

↓lying down

↑ standing up

↓globulin

↑leukocyte number

↑neutrophil

concentration

↓proportion of CD2

and T19 lymphocytes

– Cockram et al. (1993)

Orgeur et al. (1998)

Pérez-León et al. (2006)

Freitas-de-Melo et al.

(2013, 2017)

Freitas-de-Melo and

Ungerfeld (2020)

Abrupt Lamb ↑cortisol

↓total protein

↓albumin

↑hematocrit

↓respiratory and pulse

rates

↓rectal temperature

↓T3 and ↑T4

concentration

↓Triglyceride

concentration

↑vocalisation

↑pacing and walking

↓rumination

↓grazing

↓lying down

↑standing up

↑pro-inflammatory

cytokines

↓number of antibodies

after an antigenic

challenge

↓body weight gain

↑excretion of coccidia

oocysts

↑diarrhoea

Napolitano et al. (1995)

Mears and Brown (1997)

Fazio et al. (2015)

Mohapatra et al. (2020)

Çakmakçi et al. (2021)

Freitas-de-Melo et al.

(2017)

Zhang et al. (2018)

Freitas-de-Melo and

Ungerfeld (2020)

Progressive Ewe ↑*cortisol ↓high pitched bleats

↓low piched bleats

↑resting

↓feeding

↑leucocyte count – Orgeur et al. (1998)

Progressive Lamb ↓cortisol ↓high pitched bleats

↓low piched bleats

↑resting

↑feeding

– ↑body weight

↑excretion of

coccidia oocysts

Henrique et al. (2017)

Orgeur et al. (1998)

Wire fence

separating vs.

abrupt

Ewe – ↑high piched bleats

↑low piched bleats

↓feeding

– Orgeur et al. (1999)

Wire fence

separating vs.

abrupt

Lamb ↓cortisol ↑high piched bleats

feeding

– Avoid the ↑excretion of

coccidia oocysts

Orgeur et al. (1999)

Two-step

(by cover the

udder)

Lamb – ↓vocalisation

↓agitation score

– – Schichowski et al. (2008)

Norouzian (2015)

*Tended to increase; –no difference was reported, or this response was not studied.

T3, triiodothyronine concentration.

T4, thyroxine concentration.

(or suckle) (Orihuela et al., 2004). Lambs that had a close
spatial association with their mothers before weaning are more
likely to approach a wire fence that separates them from
their mother during weaning at 64 d of age (Galeana et al.,
2007). A similar approach in cattle indicated that during the
first days after separation, calves remained for long periods
close to the fence, aiming to get together with their mother,
probably generating frustration as the goal cannot be reached
(Enríquez et al., 2010). Ewes and lambs weaned by fence-line
separation vocalise more and eat less than those weaned abruptly
(Orgeur et al., 1999). However, females weaned from fence-
line separation weigh more after weaning and present a smaller
coccidial oocyst output than those weaned abruptly (Orgeur et al.,
1999).

After covering the mothers’ udder for 1 wk before definitive
separation, lambs display fewer behaviours indicative of agitation

(Schichowski et al., 2008; Norouzian, 2015) and vocalise less than
those weaned abruptly (Schichowski et al., 2008).

Another strategy in two-step weaning is to prevent suckling
some time before weaning by placing nose flaps in lambs but
maintaining them in free contact with their dams. Nose flaps
are more used in beef cattle, so there are more studies regarding
the use of nose flaps in two-steps weaning in calves and cows
(Haley et al., 2005; Enríquez et al., 2011; Ungerfeld et al., 2015;
Alvez et al., 2016). Currently, there are some commercial nose
flaps available to use in lambs (Figure 4), but to the best of our
knowledge, there are no published articles that studied the effect
of these products on the stress response or lambs’ weight gains
using this procedure. We observed that at least some commercial
nose flaps should be strongly adjusted to prevent falling off,
producing important injuries in the nasal septum of different
breeds of lambs. However, that can depend on the product design,
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FIGURE 4 | Lamb with a nose-flap (A,B). Pictures provided by Daniela

Casuriaga.

as some farmers in Uruguay are using a commercial nose flap
with apparently good results.

It remains to be determined the amount of early stress
response induced by the initial limitation of the access to the
udder, either by nose flaps or by covering it, or by separation
with a wire-fence. This lack of knowledge limits recommending
these strategies due to the possibility that the stress response is
redistributed over time but not necessarily decreased. In fact, if
this is the case, it would be difficult to know what is really better
from an animal perspective. Another limitation of the scarce
knowledge is that in these studies, it was studied the response of
the lambs, but not that of the ewes. The permanent contact with
her offspring maintains the stimulus for milk production, but the
udder would remain full as the lamb could not suckle, producing
pain and probably mastitis. Therefore, more studies, amplifying
the approaches and the perspectives should be performed before
practical recommendations can be given.

Mixed Regimes
Mixed regimes are applied in some dairy sheep farms during the
first month postpartum, where lambs continue accessing their
mother for short periods of time, allowing a restricted period
for suckling, alternated with periods of separation before milking
(Sevi et al., 2009). During these periods of contact, lambs suckle
ad libitum and interact freely with their mother. In this system,
the ewes and the lambs are habituated to the separation, also
promoting the early consumption of solid food by the lamb. This
regime varies in different farms and regions, but it may begin as
early as 1 d after birth, separating ewes and lambs at evening,
milking the ewes once daily in the morning, and allowing full
ewe-lamb contact during the day (McKusick et al., 2001). As the
greater milk production occurs in the first month, the amount of
milk is enough for the normal development of the lambs and to
produce commercial milk (Sevi et al., 2009).

Interestingly, there was no difference in total commercial
milk produced by ewes abruptly weaned from their lambs
24 h postpartum and ewes maintained in the mixed regime
(McKusick et al., 2001), probably because the contact with the
lamb stimulates a greater milk yield. In a mixed regime, the
decrease in milk production with the advance of lactation might
be compensated with the administration of lambs’ commercial

starter concentrate, which can begin when lambs are 2 wk old
or even earlier. The concentrate can be initially offered to the
lambs through a creep feeding system while they are still with
their mother, so they can learn to consume solid food from
a trough. After lambs are habituated to consume solid foods,
solid supplements can be offered during periods of separation.
In summary, this system does not affect milk production nor
the growth of the lambs (McKusick et al., 2001) and allows the
lambs’ gradual adaptation to consume solid food while they are
separated from their mother.

STRATEGIES TO IMPROVE SHEEP
WELFARE AT WEANING

As mentioned earlier, different managements can be applied
before and/or after weaning to improve how ewes and lambs
cope with weaning. Some can be applied in lambs around
weaning to promote an earlier maturation of the digestive
system. For instance, the provision of feed supplements before
and after weaning can help lambs cope with the nutritional
changes at weaning. The use of creep feeding is recommended
for stimulating solid food consumption even at an early age,
facilitating the transition to the digestion of solid food (Martínez
et al., 2015). Moreover, the administration of starter feed in
weaned lambs at 10 d of age stimulates the development
of ruminal epithelia, accelerating the cell cycle, inhibiting
apoptosis in the rumen epithelium, and promoting the uptake
of volatile fatty acids (Sun et al., 2018). Furthermore, faecal
worm egg counts are lower in supplemented-weaned lambs than
unsupplemented lambs (Shaw et al., 1995), probably because
supplemented-weaned lambs are less exposed to parasites,
improving the health status of lambs. Oral administration of fresh
rumen fluid in lambs weaned at 28 d of age improves apparent
digestibility of dry matter and neutral detergent fibre and growth
rate (Zhong et al., 2014).

There are also some postweaning treatments that facilitate
the transition of the lambs to their new status, especially
considering the social environment. Lambs are pushed to
substitute completelymilk for solid food, so being placed together
with other conspecifics that are adapted to this might facilitate
their learning process. For example, lambs that are placed to
graze together with adult ewes after weaning have a greater bite
rate and ruminate and graze more than single weaned lambs
(Youssef et al., 1995). Although the separation from their mother
is stressful, keeping the lambs in a familiar environment with
other lambs may allow them to adjust to the separation from
their mother more easily than moving them to an unfamiliar
pen or putting them with new conspecifics. Besides, postweaning
social enrichment also improves lambs’ welfare (Pascual-Alonso
et al., 2015). The stress response of the lambs diminishes when
they remain for 1 h/d after weaning in close contact with a
stockperson who handles them gently (stroke and spoke to them)
or if they stay in contact with adult ewes. The lambs who receive
these treatments grow more during the fattening period, and the
contact with humans after being weaned reduces the reaction to
human manipulation (Pascual-Alonso et al., 2015).
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It is important to consider also the relationship with other
lambs that are placed together. For example, twin lambs display
more intensive behavioural response (greater frequency of
vocalise and pace) and have poorer immunological status at
weaning when housed together than separated from their sibling
(Casuriaga et al., 2021). Therefore, separating twins after weaning
and coupling them with non-siblings is probably better to reduce
their stress and improve their health status after early weaning in
prolific breeds.

Long-term treatment with progesterone reduces ewes’
responses at weaning (Freitas-de-Melo et al., 2013), as
progesterone metabolites have an anxiolytic effect (Freitas-
de-Melo and Ungerfeld, 2016a). On the day of weaning, ewes
that receive an intravaginal progesterone releasing device
(CIDR) for the 32 days before artificial weaning, pace and
vocalise less than untreated controls. Moreover, 4 days after
artificial weaning, globulin concentration is lower in control ewes
than in treated ewes, reaching levels of hipo-globulinemia, which
could be related to a state of immunodeficiency. Therefore, this
treatment can also potentially reduce susceptibility to diseases
of ewes after weaning. Although this treatment reduces the
stress response at weaning in ewes, it is not practical, as it is
too long and expensive, reducing the possibility of practical use.
For this reason, an injection of oil-based progesterone to ewes
immediately before weaning to simplify the handling of animals
and reduce the costs might be a practical alternative. Although
this treatment decreases the behavioural response (Freitas-de-
Melo et al., 2015b), the reduction of the negative responses is not
as great as long-term treatment (Freitas-de-Melo et al., 2013).
Another practical management that provided interesting results
is the induction of oestrus in ewes simultaneously with weaning,
to superimpose another goal to the ewe, reducing the attention
to their lambs. In effect, this management reduces the number
of vocalisations and the cortisol concentration on the day of
weaning (Pérez-León et al., 2006). This treatment can be easily
included in accelerated lambing systems to have pregnant ewes
during the early postpartum period.

OVERVIEW AND DIRECTIONS

Different ages and methods to wean lambs might be adapted
and recommended in different production systems. The effects
of weaning on health, production, and welfare are highly variable
due to several factors and conditions, as age, sex, type of birth,
genetics, mother’s nutrition during gestation, lambing season,
and physical and social environments after weaning. Although
weaning is one of the most stressful events in farm animals for
both, mothers and offspring, there are important gaps in the
knowledge required to decrease the negative concerns of a widely
used handling. In general, it seems that regardless of the system
used, practises such as inducing oestrous in ewes, and promoting
early consumption of solid food in lambs, and the inclusion of
strategies of social facilitation and environmental enrichment in
the postweaning allocation of lambs, reduce the stress caused
by weaning. In addition, the adaptation of both members of
the dyad after their definitive separation can be improved by
alternative weaning methods, such as progressive, two-steps
weaning, and mixed regimes. It should also be considered
that the weaning method has short- and long-term effects,
affecting how the animals cope with weaning but also modifying
several behaviours of the offspring later in life. This review
highlights the need of future studies focusing on the factors
that might modify the ewe and lamb responses to separation.
Moreover, as social demands require a sustained decrease of
practises that might affect animal welfare, the development of
new strategies can impact not only in productivity, but also in
the future sustainability of the productive systems. Accordingly,
it is essential to develop studies that focus on strategies to
decrease the adverse effects of weaning on sheep’s welfare,
and productivity.
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